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Abstract: The aim of this study was to probe the morphological response of single mouse 

embryonic stem cells (mESC) to precisely delivered nanomechanical forces. Plating mESC 

as single cells gave rise to either round compact or flattened fibroblastic morphologies. The 

expression of OCT4 and Nanog was reduced in flattened cells, indicating that this population 

had begun to differentiate. Upon application of .5 nN of force, using atomic force microscopy 

and simultaneous laser scanning confocal microscopy, round cells, but not flattened cells, were 

capable of forming mechanically induced blebs (miBlebs). Flattened cells appeared to have 

a more highly developed cytoskeleton than undifferentiated stem cells as characterized by 

the distribution of phospho-ezrin-radixin-moesin (pERM). Higher levels of pERM and an 

inability to form miBlebs in flattened cells imply that the earliest stages of embryonic stem cell 

differentiation are associated with the development of stronger mechanical links between the 

plasma membrane and the cytoskeleton.

Keywords: blebbing, embryonic stem cells, atomic force microscopy, cytoskeleton  development, 
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Introduction
Embryonic stem cells (ESC) are derived from the inner cell mass at the blastocyst stage 

of early embryos. They can be maintained indefinitely in an undifferentiated state, 

while retaining their capacity to differentiate into lineages from all three germ layers, 

making them ideal candidates for regenerative medicine, drug discovery, and drug 

 development. Every aspect of the microenvironment must be tightly controlled to enable 

robust, reproducible, and high-yield production of ESC-derived cellular  preparations.1 

Recently, it has become evident that the mechanical microenvironment of a cell, in 

concert with morphology, biochemical signals, and cellular responses, can  dictate 

diverse processes such as differentiation, mitosis, and malignant transformation.2–6 

The cellular microenvironment includes the culture surface, the extracellular matrix 

(ECM), substrate composition and stiffness, the concentration of dissolved gases, 

 signaling molecules, metabolites, cell-to-cell contact, and extracellular physical forces. 

A number of studies have revealed that ESC proliferation and ESC differentiation can 

be influenced by exogenous forces.7–11 In addition, the differentiation of mesenchymal 

stem cells was found to be sensitive to the stiffness of the underlying substrata.2 To 

further investigate the response of mESC to specific forces, we employed atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) and simultaneous laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM),12,13 

thereby enabling the application of local, temporally and spatially controlled forces 

without inducing massive deformations.
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Here, we show that two subpopulations exist within 

single undifferentiated mESC. These subpopulations are 

divided by morphological (round and flattened) and bio-

chemical lines. We observed that round cells displayed 

significant bleb  formation and retraction, while cells with 

flattened morphologies displayed none. Biochemical assays 

revealed that round cells had higher expression levels of 

the  pluripotent markers OCT4 and Nanog than flattened 

 morphologies.  Interestingly, precisely delivered extracellular 

forces (via AFM) resulted in the formation of blebs on the 

cell  membrane. Blebbing is a process in which protrusions 

of the plasma membrane form when the plasma membrane 

separates from the cell cortex. Blebbing is believed to have a 

role in the production of plasma membrane proteins prior to 

cell  division, and may also help to generate new plasma mem-

brane proteins prior to mitosis and assist in cell movement.14–16 

Mechanically induced blebs (miBlebs) only occurred in 

mESC with round morphologies. Flattened cells did not 

display miBlebs upon application of force. We found that 

expression of active phospho-ezrin-radixin-moesin (pERM) 

in cells with flattened morphologies was significantly higher 

than in the round cells. pERM proteins are well known to link 

the plasma membrane to the actin cytoskeleton and provide 

a direct link between the external and internal mechanical 

microenvironments of the cell.5 We suggest that increased 

activity of these proteins may occur very early during mESC 

differentiation.

Materials and methods
Cell culture and transfections
OCT4-GiP is a mESC line previously transfected with the 

Oct4-GFPirespac transgene,17 which expresses GFP under 

direction of regulatory elements of the mouse OCT4 gene. 

OCT4-GiP and the parental line E14tg2a (kindly donated by 

Stem Cell Sciences Ltd, Cambridge, UK) cells were  routinely 

passaged following a previously published  protocol.9 Briefly, 

cells were cultured in Glasgow Minimum Essential Media 

(Sigma Aldrich, Dorset, UK), 10% fetal calf serum (FCS; 

Invitrogen, Paisley, UK), 1% MEM nonessential amino acids 

(Gibco, Paisley, UK), 1% 2-β mercaptoethanol (Gibco), and 

1% glutamate-pyruvate (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), with or 

without leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF; Millipore, Watford, 

UK) (1 µL/mL). Cells were routinely passaged every 2 days 

in Iwaki flasks (SLS, Nottingham, UK) coated with 0.1% 

gelatine (Sigma). AFM experiments were conducted with 

OCT4-GiP cells and repeated with E14tg2a cells. Unless 

otherwise stated, cells were plated in gelatinized 60-mm 

Iwaki Petri dishes and cultured overnight at a low seeding 

density (5000 cells/cm2) to yield a significant number of 

single cells for analysis. The plasma membrane of E14tg2a 

cells was imaged using a GFP-tagged PH domain of phos-

pholipase C-δ as described  previously (a kind gift of Dr. 

Guillaume T Charras,  London Centre for Nanotechnology, 

London, UK).14 Transient  transfections were effected using 

LipofectamineTM 2000  (Invitrogen) and 1 µg of DNA accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s protocol. Transfected cells were 

plated onto gelatine-coated 60-mm glass-bottomed dishes 

(World Precision Instruments, England, UK) and imaged 

the next day.

Immunofluorescent staining and imaging
All cells were fixed and stained using standard immu-

nohistochemical methods and as outlined in detail in the 

 supplementary methods, having been left to attach over-

night for ∼16 h. Briefly, all cells were fixed with 3.5% 

 paraformaldehyde (Sigma) and 2% sucrose (Sigma) and then 

 permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma). Finally, cells 

were blocked in wash buffer (5% FCS in phosphate buffered 

saline [PBS] for 20 min). Actin was stained with Phalloidin 

conjugated to Alexa Fluor 546 or 488 (Invitrogen) in E14tg2a 

cells. E14tg2a cells were incubated with mouse monoclonal 

α-tubulin (Sigma) or rabbit polyclonal pERM antibod-

ies overnight in the fridge (Cell Signalling Technologies, 

Danvers, MA, USA), a kind gift of Dr. Buzz Baum (MRC 

Laboratory for Molecular Cell Biology, London, UK). Rabbit 

anti-mouse or goat anti-rabbit secondary antibodies conju-

gated to Alexa Fluor 488 and 647 (Invitrogen), respectively, 

were applied to the cells  followed by wash buffer. Finally, 

nuclei were stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole 

(DAPI; Invitrogen). To stain for Nanog or OCT4, cells were 

incubated with rabbit  polyclonal anti-Nanog (Abcam, Cam-

bridge, UK) (OCT4-GiP cells) or mouse monoclonal OCT4 

(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) (E14tg2a 

cells). Cells were then incubated with anti-rabbit secondary 

antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647 or anti-mouse 

Alexa Fluor 555 (Abcam), respectively. The cells were then 

washed with PBS and stained with DAPI as above. Finally, 

cells were rinsed and imaged in PBS.

Image J (see http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij) was used to 

quantify the total fluorescence value per cell. Values were 

normalized by dividing the fluorescence value by the back-

ground value using the same region of interest. The mor-

phology of the cells was identified by cross-referencing the 

fluorescent images with the corresponding phase-contrast 

image. Images of the cytoskeleton and pERM were acquired 

with an FV1000 IX81 laser scanning confocal microscope 
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(Olympus, Southend-on-Sea, UK). Images of OCT4-GFP, 

Nanog, and OCT4 were obtained using a Nikon Eclipse 

TE2000-U fluorescent microscope (Nikon, Surrey, UK). A 

BioVision Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Detection Kit (Bio-

Vision, Mountain View, CA) was used to confirm E14tg2a 

cells were not apoptotic. The staining kit includes propidium 

iodine (PI), which was used to assess cell membrane integrity. 

The manufacturer’s protocol was followed and cells were 

subsequently imaged. As a positive control, the apoptosis 

inducer staurosporine (4 µM; Sigma) was added 16 h prior 

to analysis. Using Image J, the area of OCT4-GiP cells and 

corresponding nuclei were determined manually (n = 50) and 

used to calculate the nuclear:cytoplasm area ratio.

AFM
A NanoWizard I AFM (JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany) 

mounted on an inverted phase-contrast and fluorescence 

microscope (IX71; Olympus) or an inverted LSCM (IX81 

FV1000; Olympus) was used for all experiments. MSCT-

AUHW (Veeco, Cambridge, UK) SiN
4
 cantilevers with pyra-

midal tips and experimentally determined (via the thermal 

fluctuation method) spring constants of k = 0.02 ± 0.01 N/m 

were used. HEPES buffer (10 mM final concentration) was 

added to the culture media 1 h prior to experiments. Resistive 

heating of the microscope stage maintained a temperature 

of 37°C. For all experiments, a selected cell was aligned 

1–5 µm below the AFM tip. The AFM tip was lowered at a 

speed of 5 µm/sec directly onto the nucleus of flattened cells 

or over the center of round cells, and a constant force was 

applied to the cell. Phase-contrast videos were recorded at 

1 frame/sec with a deep-cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu, 

Welwyn Garden City, UK).

Statistical analysis
Unless otherwise stated, all cell culture experiments were 

conducted in triplicate. Significant differences between data 

points were calculated using a two-tailed, paired Student’s 

t-test. Differences in data sets were deemed to be significantly 

different when P # 0.05. Error bars represent standard 

deviation. The n values have been given in the appropriate 

figure legends.

Results
Biochemical analysis of morphologically 
distinct subpopulations of single cells
Prior to AFM experiments, we characterized the effect of low 

seeding density on morphology, pluripotency, and checked 

for the induction of apoptosis. OCT4-GiP and E14tg2a 

mESC were seeded at 5000 cells/cm2 to yield single cells 

for single cell AFM analysis. After an overnight culture, we 

observed the formation of two clear morphologically distinct 

populations. Round cells were defined as circular, compact 

cells with very clear cell borders. Flat cells appeared more 

spread and had jagged cell borders (Figure 1A, B). The 

round and flattened morphological subpopulations were 

both well attached to the culture surface and detached at 

the same rate when trypsinized. Phase-contrast images of 

the cell borders of flat cells were less clear than round cells. 

Using these  morphological criteria, we found that ∼47% 

(±14%) of the single cells were flat cells while 36% (±12%) 

of the population were round. A proportion of the round 

cells were spontaneously forming and retracting small blebs 

(Figure S1). No spontaneous blebbing was observed in the 

subpopulation of flattened cells. In order to confirm that 

round cells were not apoptotic, we stained cells with Annexin 

V-FITC to screen for apoptotic cells. As a positive control, the 

well-known protein kinase inhibitor, staurosporine, was used 

to induce apoptosis.18 Neither the round or flattened cellular 

morphologies were apoptotic (Figure 1A, B), whereas all 

cells cultured in the presence of staurosporine were positive 

for Annexin V (Figure 1C).

Having established that low seeding densities had not 

induced apoptosis, we characterized the expression of 

pluripotency markers in the two morphologically distinct 

subpopulations of single cells. In OCT4-GiP cells, we found 

that GFP expression was significantly higher in round cells 

(P # 0.05) (Figure 2A). This suggests that flattened cells are 

in the early stages of differentiation resulting in a decrease, 

but not a complete loss, of OCT4 expression. In order to 

confirm this, we also tested for Nanog and OCT4 expression 

levels in wild-type E14tg2a cells using immunofluorescence 

microscopy. These data (Figure 2B, C) revealed lower levels 

of both Nanog (P # 0.05) and OCT4 (P # 0.05) in flattened 

cells as compared to round cells supporting the notion that 

flattened cells were spontaneously differentiating. Ideally, 

differences in pluripotency marker expression would be veri-

fied with techniques such as RT-PCR and Western blotting. 

However, flattened and round cells could not be separated 

by selective detachment or cell sorting once they have been 

detached from the culture surface. This technical limitation 

also meant that flat and round cells could not be recultured 

separately. Therefore, we relied upon in situ immunocy-

tochemistry analysis for assaying pluripotency marker expres-

sion. It has been observed that pluripotent ESC typically have 

larger nuclei than many other cell types and therefore have 

a larger nucleus:cytoplasm ratio than differentiated cells.19 
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We first measured the nuclear and cytoplasmic areas (Figure 

S2) which revealed that round cells have larger nuclei than 

flat cells. Consistent with the results for OCT4-GFP, OCT4, 

and Nanog fluorescent intensities, the nuclear:cytoplasm 

ratio was significantly higher in round versus flattened single 

cells (P # 0.05) confirming again that single flattened cells 

have begun to differentiate (Figure 2D). In order to further 

investigate whether spontaneous blebbing was a dynamic 

morphological trait  associated with the pluripotent state, we 

induced differentiation by culturing cells for 0, 2, 4, 6, and 

8 days in the absence of LIF.20 As illustrated in Figure S1, the 

percentage of single cells spontaneously blebbing decreased 

significantly after inducing differentiation upon the removal 

of LIF. The decrease in the number of  blebbing cells on day 

0 compared with day 8 (after LIF removal) was found to be 

statistically significant (P # 0.05).

Mechanically induced blebbing  
in round cells
The two morphological subpopulations of single mESC 

provide a model platform to investigate the response of 

these cells to controlled mechanical forces. Therefore, we 

employed AFM to apply controlled forces (1, 5, and 10 nN) 

to both round and flattened cells.

Phase

A

B

C

Annexin V PI

Figure 1 Culturing E14tg2a mESC overnight at a low cell density resulted in the formation of two distinct morphological subpopulations. A) Round cells were compact 
while B) flattened cells had spread out and displayed a fibroblast-like morphology. To confirm cells were not displaying apoptotic protrusions or undergoing apoptosis due 
to the low seeding density, the cells were assayed for apoptosis. The images above demonstrate that neither single round nor flattened cells are positive for Annexin V or 
PI at a low seeding density. C) Positive controls, which were positive for Annexin V and PI, had been treated with 4 µM staurosporine for 16 h prior to the apoptosis assay 
(scale bar = 8 µm for all images).
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Application of force to mESC resulted in a downward 

compression of the cell as would be expected. A constant 

force was applied to each cell for 30 sec followed by retraction 

and removal of the AFM tip. While this took place, time lapse 

imaging (1 frame/sec) was carried out for several minutes. On 

application of 5 or 10 nN of force to round cells, we imme-

diately observed the formation of 1–3 mechanically induced 

miBlebs, which did not occur for applied forces of 1 nN 

(Figure 3A and Figure S3). miBlebs were  typically .2 times 

larger than spontaneously formed blebs (Figure 3B) and 

were observed to appear 1–2 sec after application of force 

in the majority of cells tested (∼80%). Typically, miBlebs 

expanded to an equilibrium size in 10–30 sec, and after the 

removal of force, miBlebs retracted and disappeared within 

another 30 sec. These bleb dynamics correspond well to 

previous observations of bleb dynamics.14 Furthermore, the 

application of force to round cells, which already possessed 

spontaneously formed blebs, resulted in the formation of 

new miBlebs rather than the expansion of an existing bleb 

(Figure 3B). Importantly, the application of 1, 5, and 10 nN 

forces to flattened cells in a variety of locations resulted in 

no miBleb (or spontaneous bleb) formation (Figure 3C). In 

addition, cells that had been allowed to differentiate in the 

absence of LIF for 8 days did not form miBlebs regardless 

of morphology (results not shown). To observe the dynam-

ics of the membrane more directly, we transfected the cells 

with DNA encoding a GFP-tagged PH domain of phospho-

lipase C-δ (GFP-PLCδ). Utilizing simultaneous AFM and 

LSCM, cells were imaged prior to the application of force 

and after 30 sec, at which point images of a single confocal 

plane (containing a miBleb) were imaged at 1-sec intervals 

for the next 2 min (Figure 3D). This data clearly reveals the 
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Figure 2 Analysis of pluripotency marker expression of subpopulations of single cells using immunofluorescence microscopy. We imaged A) OCT4-GFP intensity as well as 
the B) intensity of fluorescently stained Nanog and C) OCT4 transcription factors. Twenty-five cells of each morphological subpopulation were analyzed for OCT4 (E14tg2a 
cells), Nanog (OCT4-GiP cells), and GFP (OCT4-GiP cells) intensity measurements in triplicate cultures (n = 3). In each case, round cells had a significantly higher expression 
of these pluripotency factors. D) The decrease in expression suggests that flattened cells are in the early stages of differentiation, supported by the qualitative observation 
that the nucleus:cytoplasm ratio (OCT4-GiP cells) is higher in round cells.
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retraction of the miBleb and resulting relaxation of the cell 

membrane after application of force.

The cytoskeleton and ERM proteins are central 

 elements which define and regulate cell morphology and 

mechanotransduction.4,5 In order to gain insight into the 

 ability for round cells to form miBlebs, we imaged the actin 

and microtubule cytoskeleton as well as the expression 

of  activated pERM proteins. In both round and  flattened 

mESC, we observed cortical actin and an absence of 

large F-actin bundles. The actin network was also clearly 

found around spontaneous blebs under the membrane 

(Figure 4A, B). The microtubule cytoskeleton was found to 

be well defined and filamentous in round and flattened cells. 

In flattened cells, intact microtubules were found  extending 

30 secD

C

B

A

t = –10 sec t = 0 sec t = 30 sec t = 90 sec

55 sec 75 sec 80 sec

Figure 3 AFM and LSCM were utilized to apply well-defined forces to single OCT4-GiP mESC (scale bar = 10 µm, applies A–C) and monitor their reaction. A) Forces of 
1 nN did not result in miBlebs (n = 10 cells). B) However, force of 5 nN (n = 10, S3) and 10 nN (n = 25) resulted in the formation of miBlebs (arrow) in the majority of 
cells studied (∼80%). Small spontaneous blebs which were present prior to the application of force (triangle) did not grow in size during force application and remained after 
retraction of the miBleb. C) Flattened cells did not form miBlebs (10 nN in these images). D) Expression of GFP-PLCδ in the plasma membrane allowed us to directly image 
the miBleb formation and retraction (scale bar = 2 µm). An image stack of the cell was collected prior to the application of force and after 30 sec to determine the location 
of the miBleb. The z-plane which contained the miBleb was then imaged every second after removal of force. miBleb retraction and cell relaxation is clearly observable after 
removal of force.
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throughout the cell (Figure 4A), and in round cells, the intact 

tubulin network was typically found throughout the cell 

 surrounded by an actin cortical mesh (Figure 4B). Both round 

and flattened cellular morphological subpopulations appeared 

to have a similar distribution of filamentous tubulin in their 

cytoskeletons. Interestingly, microtubules were also found 

to extend from the inner cell to the inside of spontaneously 

formed blebs (Figure 4C). This may account for the stabil-

ity of these pre-existing blebs during  application of force 

via AFM and the longer time-scale growth and retraction 

tubulin

A

B

C

z = 16.17 µm z = 11.76 µm

z = 10.29 µm

D

F

actin

E

merge

Figure 4 Immunofluorescence imaging of the actin and microtubule cytoskeleton in flattened and round E14tg2a mESC. (Unless indicated, images are z-projections of each 
confocal slice.) A) In flattened cells (scale bar = 20 µm), we observed a complete lack of F-actin and a well-defined tubulin network. B) In round cells (scale bar = 10 µm), 
actin is found throughout the cell and around the cell edges. The microtubule network is intact and forms a cortical mesh around the cell body. C) Single confocal planes 
of the cells in B, where actin is clearly observable around the bleb edges and intact microtubules are observed extending from the inner cell into several blebs (zoomed 
image from the plane at z = 10.29 µm). The nucleus also occupies a large volume of the cell. D) Imaging of round cells typically reveals pERM (red) localized in surfaces of 
spontaneously formed blebs (scale bar = 2 µm). A zoom on the blebs (D) shows that actin (green) and the pERM are localized together as expected. F) In contrast, flattened 
cells have pERM proteins evenly distributed around the cell (scale bar = 20 µm).
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dynamics of spontaneously formed blebs compared to 

miBlebs.21 Blebbing can be observed during apoptosis, but 

apoptotic blebs do not have F-actin around the edge of the 

bleb.22,23 F-actin was observed at the leading edge of the 

bleb, supporting our earlier results showing that blebs were 

not apoptotic.

When we examined the presence and distribution of pERM 

proteins, we found very little activated pERM in round cells 

compared to flattened cells (Figure 4D, F). However, pERM 

proteins were present sporadically under the cell membrane 

and were typically localized along the edges of spontaneously 

formed blebs (Figure 4E). The presence of pERM in the blebs 

is significant as it indicates that the pERM-positive blebs 

were undergoing retraction. Therefore, the activation and 

recruitment of ERM proteins to link the cytoskeleton to the 

plasma membrane is as expected.14 In contrast, flattened cells 

possessed pERM proteins uniformly across the cell body. 

This difference in the distribution of pERM activity is likely 

one of the governing factors which determines the ability of 

mESC to form miBlebs. The increased pERM throughout 

the flattened cells acts to cross-link the plasma membrane 

to the cytoskeleton and provides a strong mechanical link 

which prevents the formation of spontaneous blebs and 

miBlebs. Furthermore, as we have already established that 

flattened cells have begun to differentiate, we suggest that 

pERM activation may be an early indicator of differentiation. 

ERM proteins and the cytoskeleton are crucial for a cell to 

establish a morphological phenotype.5 Furthermore, pERM in 

conjunction with integrin dynamics can dictate a cell’s ability 

to sense its mechanical environment.2 The results presented 

here are consistent with previous work that has established 

the relationship between cell morphology, matrix mechanics, 

and the cytoskeleton with cell fate.2–5

Discussion
Blebs form spontaneously, primarily as a result of internal 

intracellular forces and pressure.15 Spontaneous blebbing 

may have a number of different functions, including plasma 

membrane formation, the generation of cytoskeletal proteins 

during cell division, motility, growth, and expansion, and also 

demonstrates individual cell plasticity.14–16 We have shown 

that spontaneous blebbing occurs in a subpopulation of single 

round mESC and not in a subpopulation of flattened cells. It 

has been previously shown that seeding mESC at a low seed-

ing density induces differentiation in the presence of LIF and 

speeds differentiation in the absence of LIF.24,25 LIF, required 

by mESC for the maintenance of pluripotency, can exist as a 

soluble factor in the medium or bound to the ECM.24,26 It has 

been suggested that spontaneous differentiation at low cell 

densities could be caused by insufficient ECM production 

resulting in a deficiency of ECM-associated LIF.27 Whatever 

the mechanism, our findings show that a subpopulation exhib-

iting morphological traits of differentiation can be observed 

just 14–18 h after plating at a low cell density.

Although round undifferentiated mESC display sponta-

neous blebbing, we also observed the formation of miBlebs 

upon application of 5 and 10 nN of force. Typically, upon 

application of force, 1–3 miBlebs formed within 10 sec, 

and they were often at least twice as large as spontaneously 

formed blebs. After removal of external force, we observed 

bleb retraction after ∼30 sec. During this time, it is likely 

that the machinery for bleb retraction (actin, myosin II, 

ERM proteins, etc.) is recruited to the miBleb and the kinet-

ics observed here are consistent with previously reported 

dynamics.14 miBlebs formed in 1–2 sec expanded to an 

equilibrium in size within 10–30 sec and after the removal 

of force, retracted within another 30 sec. A previous study 

found blebs forming and retracting within ∼30 sec.14 Impor-

tantly, in flattened cells undergoing early differentiation, we 

observed no miBleb formation.

In vivo, ESC are located in the inner cell mass of the 

developing embryo.28 Although no direct measurements of 

the mechanical properties of the inner cell mass have been 

made, unfertilized Xenopus eggs and the blastula wall of sea 

urchins were shown to be soft when compared to the majority 

of adult tissues.2,29,30 Studies on ESC are now revealing that 

differentiation leads to an increase in mechanical strength. 

Magnetic twisting cytometry has been used to show that 

mESCs are less mechanically strong than differentiated 

cells.31 Differentiated cells exhibited a stronger mechani-

cal link between the cell membrane and the cytoskeleton, 

and stress-induced spreading occurred in undifferentiated 

mESC but not in differentiating cells. In a separate study, 

AFM was used to show that undifferentiated ESCs are 

more  flexible than differentiating mESCs.32 Our finding that 

miBlebs are only induced in pluripotent ESCs supports the 

 previous findings that ESCs are less mechanically stable than 

 differentiating ESCs. Although the functional consequence of 

cell stiffening during differentiation remains unclear, a num-

ber of studies have shown that extracellular forces can affect 

early development. For example, it has been found that the 

biomechanical forces generated by fluid flow are crucial for 

early hematopoiesis.10 In another study, Drosophila embryos 

expressed the TWIST gene, which is important during the 

development of the digestive system, after the embryos were 

compressed and exposed to extracellular forces.33
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ERM proteins are cross-linking proteins between the 

cytoplasm membrane-associated proteins and the actin 

cytoskeleton and are known to be involved in the forma-

tion of microvilli, cell adhesion sites, ruffling membranes, 

cleaving furrows, regulation of the actin cytoskeleton, cell 

shape adhesion and motility, and cellular junctions.34–37 ERM 

proteins are found in the cytosol of cells and are believed 

to be either in an active (insoluble) state or in an inactive 

(soluble) state.34 ERM binding at the four-point-one ERM 

domain by neutral endopeptidase cytoplasmic tail is involved 

in actin cytoskeleton organization and cell proliferation.34,36–38 

We observed a uniform, widespread distribution of ERM 

proteins in flattened cells suggesting that early differentia-

tion is associated with increased pERM activity. The more 

evenly distributed pERM proteins provide further links 

between the cytoskeleton and the plasma membrane, which 

clearly results in greater mechanical stability. However, it 

is unclear whether ERM phosphorylation is in response to 

differentiation or an integral element of the pluripotency 

machinery. pERM activation could be an important early 

marker of mESC differentiation as it is clearly linked with 

well-recognized morphological traits of differentiation and 

precedes complete downregulation of traditional pluripotency 

markers such as OCT4 and Nanog.

Round undifferentiated ESCs are clearly sensitive to 

mechanical forces due to weak membrane–cytoskeleton 

linkages, and this sensitivity is lost very early in the 

 differentiation pathway. This appears to be a result of 

the development of a morphological phenotype and 

pERM  activation and provides valuable insight into 

our understanding of the interplay of the mechanical 

environment and the process of differentiation. Clearly, 

mechanosensitivity of ESC at the earliest stages of 

differentiation has an important, yet still poorly understood, 

role in differentiation and development. These findings have 

important implications for the control of forces during the 

production of robust, reproducible regenerative medicines 

from ESC and implicate pERM activation as a valuable 

marker of early differentiation.
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Supplementary experimental 
procedures
Immunofluorescent staining and imaging
All cells were fixed with 3.5% paraformaldehyde (Sigma), 

2% sucrose (Sigma) at 37°C for 10 min. Cells were washed 

with warm PBS (Sigma) and then permeabilized with 0.1% 

Triton (Sigma) at 37°C for 3 min and washed again with 

PBS. Finally, cells were blocked in wash buffer (5% FCS 

in PBS for 20 min). For cytoskeleton and pERM staining, 

cells were plated on gelatin-coated 50-mm glass-bottomed 

dishes (World Precision Instruments). Actin was stained with 

Phalloidin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 546 or 488 (Invitrogen) 

for 20 min at room temperature followed by incubation in 

wash buffer for 15 min. Cells were then rinsed in ice-cold 

PBS. All subsequent steps were carried out on ice. Cells 

were incubated with mouse monoclonal α-tubulin (Sigma) 

for 15 min or rabbit polyclonal phosphor-ERM (pERM) anti-

bodies overnight in the fridge (Cell Signalling Technologies, 

Danvers, MA), a kind gift of Dr. Buzz Baum, MRC Labora-

tory for Molecular Cell Biology, followed by incubation with 

wash buffer for another 15 min. Rabbit anti-mouse or goat 

anti-rabbit secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor 

488 and 647 (Invitrogen), respectively, were applied to the 

cells followed by wash  buffer, each for 15 min. Finally, the 

cells were rinsed in  ice-cold PBS and nuclei were stained 

with DAPI (Invitrogen) for 5 min. Cells were washed 3 

times with PBS and mounted in DABCO Antifade (Sigma) 

and imaged.

To stain for Nanog, cells were fixed and permeabi-

lized as above before being incubated with rabbit poly-

clonal Nanog (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) for 1 h at 37°C. 

Cells were then washed 3 times with PBS and incubated 

with anti-rabbit secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa 

Fluor 647 (Abcam) and left on ice for 1 h under foil. The 

cells were washed with PBS and stained with DAPI as 

above. Finally, cells were rinsed and imaged in PBS. To 

stain for OCT4, cells were fixed and permeabilized as 

above and mouse monoclonal OCT4 (Santa Cruz Bio-

technology, Santa Cruz, CA) was added to the cells at 

a dilution of 1:200 in PBS and left for 1 h at 37°C. The 

cells were then washed 3 times with PBS and incubated 

with anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 555 at a dilution of 1:500 

and left on ice for just under an hour. The cells were then 

washed with PBS and imaged. OCT4-GFP expression 

in OCT4-GiP cells was directly imaged in the growth 

medium without any treatment. During image acqui-

sition, the exposure time and gain settings were kept 

constant for each assay.
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Figure S1 The effect of LIF on the ability of single cells to form spontaneous blebs was analyzed by light microscopy. For the duration of the experiment, the cells were 
passaged every 48 h and analyzed the following day. Single cells were plated onto gelatinized 60-mm Iwaki Petri dishes and left to attach overnight before analysis. At each 
time point, ∼150 single cells were monitored manually in triplicate cultures (n = 3). The percentage of single cells exhibiting spontaneous blebs was calculated as the number of 
blebbing cells divided by the total number of cells counted. As cells begin to differentiate, the ability to spontaneously bleb significantly deceases (day 0 to day 8, P # 0.05).
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Figure S2 Analysis of cytoplasm and nuclear areas in round (no fill) and flat (gray fill) cells.

Figure S3 A) Outline of the cell before the application of force. B) Application of  
5 nN of force to a cell with round morphology leading to the formation of a miBleb.
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